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Varieties of Democracy
Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) is an approach to conceptualizing and measuring democracy that goes
beyond the simple presence of elections and distinguishes between high-level principles of democracy:
electoral, liberal, participatory, deliberative, and egalitarian. The V-Dem Dataset covers 201 countries
and dependent territories from 1789 to 2017 on about 400 indices of which over 350 are specific and
52 aggregated. About a half of the specific indices are based on documentary information and the rest on
expert judgments. With sixPrincipal Investigators, 14ProjectManagers responsible for issue areas,more
than30RegionalManagers, 170CountryCoordinators, ResearchAssistants, and3,000CountryExperts
from 177 countries, the V-Dem project is one of the largest social science data collection projects. The
dataset has a wide and diverse user base, with over 24,000 downloads frommore than 150 countries.

While the global level of democracy is not changing dramatically, and the 
majority of the world’s population lives in a democracy, one third of the world’s 
population – 2.5 billion people – live in countries with declining democratic traits. 
the most visible feature of democracy – elections – remains robust and is even 

improving in some places.  Where backsliding occurs, it does so in more obscure ways, such as 
by undermining media freedom, freedom of expression, and the rule of law. With continued 
decline in these areas, the meaningfulness of elections may also become threatened.

Section 1: State of the World 2017  
– liberal and electoral Democracy

hoW DemocrAtIc is the world today? When addressing this 

question, most analyses report on the number or share of coun-

tries that are democratic, authoritarian, or change. Yet citizens—

not just the territorial unit in which they live—are central to de-

mocracy. Bhutan’s recent transition to democracy serving 800 000 

people is laudable but 1.4 billion people still breathe under dicta-

torship in China. The recent significant declines in liberal democ-

racy in India and the united States alone have affected some 1.6 

billion people, while less than 1 million people benefited from the 

improvements in Bhutan and Vanuatu.

This first section of the Democracy for All? Democracy Report 2018 

analyzes the state of democracy in the world as of 2017. In view of 

this year’s theme we introduce a new metric, in addition to conven-

tional country average measures:  levels of democracy weighted 

by the size of each country’s population. These measures better 

reflect how many people in the world enjoy democratic rights and 

freedoms. Furthermore, countries with larger populations typical-

ly exert influence over neighbouring countries and in the interna-

tional arena in ways that small countries do not. our dual metric 

approach recognizes the importance of each state, but also each 

individual’s rights.

Democracy in the World 2017
The state of the world in terms of liberal democracy 2017 is de-

picted in Figure 1.1. It is based on V-Dem’s liberal Democracy Index 

(lDI), where each quintile on the 0-1 scale has been given its own 

color-code. This is a broad stroke that does not take into account 

the confidence intervals around each country’s point estimate. lib-

eral democracy is measured as the existence of electoral democ-

racy in combination with three additional components: rule of law 

ensuring respect for civil liberties, and constraints on the executive 

by the judiciary, as well as by the legislature.1 

By this measure, as the world map shows, liberal democracy is by 

the end of 2017 still most well-established and remains relatively 

strong in portions of the Americas, europe, Southern Africa, and 

South-east Asia. The exact ratings and changes over the last ten 

1. The V-Dem Liberal Democracy Index reflects both the liberal and electoral principles of democracy, each of which constitutes one half of the scores for theLiberal Democracy Index 
(LDI). V-Dem’s Electoral Democracy Index (EDI) is the first systematic measure of the de facto existence of all institutions in Robert Dahl’s (1971, 1989) famous articulation of “polyarchy” as 
electoral democracy. For details about the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of all V-Dem’s democracy indices, see Coppedge et al. (2018b) and Pemstein et al. (2018).

fIgure 1.1: the StAte of lIberAl DemocrAcy In 2017.
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Figure 1: The V-Dem Liberal Democracy Index across the world in 2017.

Collecting expert judgments on democracy
The 3,000 experts provide their judgments through an online survey. The overwhelming majority of the
survey items use ordinal scales, and also let the experts report how confident they are in their ratings.
The interface, shown below, allows the experts to answer each question for multiple years in the same
country.

Figure 2: The expert survey interface.
The experts are recruited based on their knowledge of a specific country, which they are asked to rate
on multiple questions over a longer year span. The goal is to have at least five experts of different back-
grounds judge each country-year. To improve the comparability of the judgments across countries, the
survey implements
• batteries of anchoring vignettes;
• bridge rating, where an expert judges an additional country over a longer span;
• lateral rating, where an expert judges several additional countries over a shorter span.

The V-Demmeasurementmodel
Each rating collected in the survey is nested in expert, question, and, hierarchically, country-year in coun-
try. In turn, each expert is nested in their primary country of expertise. For pragmatic reasons, the judg-
ments are aggregated by question. In aggregating the judgments, V-Dem takes into account two ways in
which the experts might differ. First, they might perceive the thresholds on the ordinal scales differently.
Second, they might not be equally knowledgeable and as a result their judgments might contain differ-
ent amounts of stochastic noise. The judgments are aggregated with an ordinal IRT model that includes
expert-specific threshold and reliability parameters.
More formally, yuj is the rating of country-year u by judge j that imperfectly reflects the latent value zu.While yuj is on an ordinal scale with K categories, zu ∈ IR. Under themodel,

yu[i]j[i] ∼ Categorical(pu[i]j[i]),
where puj is the simplex of category probabilities of expert j rating country-year u. The probabilities are a
function of the latent score zu and the expert-specific thresholds {τJj } and slope βj. Specifically,

pu[i]j[i]k = φ(τJj[i]k+1 – βj[i]zu[i]) – φ(τJj[i]k – βj[i]zu[i])
where φ is the unit normal CDF. The judge-specific thresholds are in turn modeled as

τJjk ∼ Normal(τCc[j]k, 0.25),

where τJjk is the threshold of judge j and τCck of country c that separate categories k and k + 1. The countrythresholds are modeled as
τCck ∼ Normal(τWk , 0.25),

with independent uniform priors for the world-level thresholds,
τWk ∼ Uniform(–6, 6).

The judge slopes have independent priors,
βj ∼ Normal+(1, 1).

The country-year latent values receive informative normal priors,
zu ∼ Normal(z̄u, 1),

where z̄u is the weightedmean of expert ratings,
z̄u =

∑
j
wujyuj,

where wuj is the weight computed from the self-reported confidences. The current development imple-mentation of the model is shown below.
data {

int<lower=2> K; // no. response categories
int<lower=1> J; // no. judges (experts)
int<lower=1> C; // no. countries
int<lower=1> N; // no. country-years
int<lower=1> R; // no. ratings
int<lower=1, upper=C> judge_country[J]; // the country of each judge
int<lower=1, upper=K> y[R]; // ratings
int<lower=1, upper=J> j_id[R]; // judge ids
int<lower=1, upper=C> c_id[R]; // country ids
int<lower=1, upper=N> cy_id[R]; // country-year ids
real<lower=0> sigma_judge; // judge sd around country threshold
real<lower=0> sigma_country; // country sd around world threshold
vector[N] z_bar; // country-year prior means

}
parameters {

vector[N] z_star; // country-year raw values
real<lower=0> beta[J]; // judge reliability
vector<lower=-6, upper=6>[K-1] tau_raw_world; // world raw thresholds
vector[K-1] tau_raw_country[C]; // country raw thresholds
ordered[K-1] tau_raw_judge[J]; // judge raw thresholds

}
transformed parameters {

vector[N] z; // country-year values
ordered[K+1] tau[J]; // judge thresholds
z = z_bar + z_star;
for (j in 1:J) {

tau[j,1] = -1e6;
tau[j,K+1] = 1e6;
for (k in 2:K)

tau[j,k] = tau_raw_judge[j,k-1];
}

}
model {

real p;
z_star ~ normal(0, 1);
for (j in 1:J)

beta[j] ~ normal(1, 1)T[0,];
for (c in 1:C)

tau_raw_country[c] ~ normal(tau_raw_world, sigma_country);
for (j in 1:J)

tau_raw_judge[j] ~ normal(tau_raw_country[judge_country[j]], sigma_judge);
for (r in 1:R) {

p = Phi_approx(tau[j_id[r], y[r]+1] - z[cy_id[r]]*beta[j_id[r]])-
Phi_approx(tau[j_id[r], y[r]] - z[cy_id[r]]*beta[j_id[r]]);

target += log(p);
}

}

Updating the dataset
The institute annually updates the dataset with information on the previous year and hitherto excluded
country-years, as well as new information on already included ones. The models are fitted on the Keb-
nekaise computer of the SwedishNational Infrastructure forComputing, in about250 jobs, oneper index.
Most jobs involve four chainswith 10,000 iterations each, with some increased to 20, 40, or 80 thousand.
The input data for all the jobs takes about 75MB in .rds files. The total output is around 22GB of samples
from the posteriors stored in .rds files. In the dataset, the posteriors are summarizedwith point estimates
and standard deviations. The complete samples from the posteriors are available separately.
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